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Digital client
onboarding
on Schwab
Advisor Center®
A step-by-step guide to the fastest
and most secure way to open
accounts and onboard clients

Schwab’s digital onboarding workflow offers a secure,
streamlined account open, funding, and setup process for
you and your clients. The system saves you time and delivers
a much simpler experience for both new and existing clients.
To get started, select a topic below to view the recommended
steps along with helpful tips and resources.
To explore the guide in full, click Next; click Home to return
to this menu.
At any time, you can see all items by clicking the Topic index
in the upper-right corner.

Main topics

Overview,
account types,
and features
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progress
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Overview and features of digital onboarding
The onboarding process can be complex. With Schwab’s digital client onboarding workflow, you can streamline the process and give
your clients a better welcome. The workflow is the fastest, most secure method for opening accounts at Schwab. You and your clients
can navigate the account open process in minutes, significantly reducing errors and delays because the guided workflow is validating
and securing the data at every step of the process.
Key features and benefits:
• Open one or multiple accounts for a household, tailor them to your clients’ needs, and easily fund them—all in a single workflow,
with one email from you to your client
• A guided workflow that auto-fills client information from Schwab or leading third-party platforms with Schwab integration
• Support for popular Schwab One® and IRA types, such as living trusts, custodial accounts, inherited IRAs (individual),
and Schwab One accounts with a designated beneficiary
• Seamless integration for funding the account and setting up transfers and payments within the digital workflow, with actions
such as ACAT asset transfer (TOA) and Schwab MoneyLink® setup
• The ability to send digital envelopes to your clients with missing or incomplete information, letting you and your clients work
together to ensure that the information is complete and correct the first time
• Detailed status tracking and the ability to recall, edit, and resend envelopes
• Support for 16 of the most popular advisor documents
• Gives new clients a great first impression by providing a modern and secure paper-free experience that protects their sensitive
data at every step of the process
• Eases clients into a fully digital experience, with seamless enrollment in Schwab Alliance, fast and easy digital client approvals
via eAuthorization, and optional paperless delivery of account documents
Tip
Visit the RIA EdCenter™
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for more education and training resources.
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Overview, account types, and features of account onboarding
We designed the digital onboarding experience to handle the most common types of accounts and account features at Schwab.
View our development product roadmap to see the digital onboarding and Schwab Advisor Center features we are working on next.

Eligible account types and registrations:

Features and setup actions:

• Schwab One (Brokerage)

• Options trading and margin

—
—
—
—

Individual			
— Community Property
Joint Tenant			
— Custodial
Tenants in Common
Designated Beneficiary (Individual and Joint Tenant)

• Trust

• Include up to 16 advisor documents
• ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
• Link external bank account (Schwab MoneyLink)

— Living Trust (Revocable)
— Living Trust (Irrevocable)

• Check payment standing letter of authorization (SLOA)
• Internal cash transfer (journal) SLOA

• IRA
— Contributory			
— Roth Contributory		

— Rollover
— Inherited (Individual)

• Schwab Charitable™ donor-advised1
• Institutional Intelligent Portfolios®1
1

• Add a beneficiary to an IRA or a Schwab One account

• Prime Brokerage Services enrollment
• Wrap master eligibility
• IRA distribution setup (checks, internal transfers,
Schwab MoneyLink)

Account open only; cannot include additional setup options in the same digital envelope.

Tip
View the Service Guide
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to see detailed instructions about account types, account registrations, and feature and setup actions.
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Getting started
Before you begin using the digital onboarding workflow, here is some key information about how the fully digital, paper-free experience works.
Key info to understand your firm’s workflow:

Key info to understand your client’s workflow:

• The workflow will show you only required fields related to
the account type or setup features you have selected.

• All signers must have a valid email address and need Schwab
Alliance credentials for eAuthorization.

— You will not need to pre-tag or note fields as “required”
for your client.

— Your client can use existing Schwab Alliance credentials or create
them directly within the digital onboarding approval workflow.

— You can leave many fields blank for your client to complete.

— Your clients can share email addresses and phone numbers
but not Schwab Alliance credentials.

• Most accounts are opened within minutes upon submitting
to Schwab.

• Your client can access the digital envelope via the invitation email
sent by you or in the Schwab Alliance message center.

• All included digital applications, such as for funding, are
automatically tied to the new account number and submitted
for processing simultaneously.
• At the end of the process, your firm will receive a downloadable
digital receipt containing legally binding proof of your client’s
approval.

• The eAuthorization experience for your client means they click
checkboxes to grant electronic consent—no paper, PDF forms,
or wet signatures are part of the fully digital workflow.
• Only signers on the account(s) receive the invitation email, and each
signer will see only the accounts and documents relevant to them.

Overview of the client experience
Invitation and verification
• Clients access the digital envelope via
the invitation email or the Schwab
Alliance message center.
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Online setup
• Clients confirm personal information, can add
trusted contacts, and certify tax withholding.

• For their security, clients are asked
to verify their identity.

• Clients consent to electronic authorization
via eAuthorization and are given the option
to enroll in paperless document delivery.

• Clients without Schwab Alliance
credentials are prompted to create them.

• Clients can view, download, and acknowledge
receipt of and agree to firm documents.

Charles Schwab

Open accounts
• Each client reviews account details
and agrees to advisor authorizations
and account terms and conditions.
• Clients review and approve instructions
for any additional funding or setup actions
you have included and can edit and upload
additional documents if required.
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Granting access to the digital onboarding workflow
Before anyone at your firm can use the digital onboarding capabilities, your firm security administrator must first access the security
administration page on Schwab Advisor Center and ensure that all users have the needed functions assigned. The names and
descriptions of these security groups are shown on the next page.

Access digital envelopes full 2.0
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Granting access to the digital onboarding workflow (continued)
The security functions listed below can be added to a new or existing user security group to allow staff to access the different digital
onboarding functionalities. You can separate the Send to client and Submit to Schwab functions to best align security functions with
the roles and controls needed at your firm.
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Security function name

Description

Access Forms and Applications page

This security function is required to access the Forms and Applications
page on Schwab Advisor Center.

Access digital envelopes: Send to Client 2.0

This security function is required to send digital onboarding envelopes
to clients.

Access digital envelopes: Send to Schwab 2.0

This security function is required to submit digital onboarding envelopes
to Schwab for processing.

Access digital envelopes: Full 2.0

This security function combines the permissions both to send the
digital envelope to clients and to submit it to Schwab for processing.
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Starting the workflow
To begin opening a new account, use the link on the Forms and Applications page. You may also be able to initiate from your third-party
system through Schwab data integration. View the tip on page 9 to learn more.

Forms and Applications
Create a Schwab envelope
Digital onboarding

Create a DocuSign envelope
Digital account maintenance

To get started, use the link
under the Digital onboarding
header near the top of the
Forms and Applications page.

You can open Schwab Charitable or Institutional
Intelligent Portfolios accounts with this link.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Confirming eligibility
Before you create a digital envelope, you will see a screen listing all the account types, funding actions, and account and trading features
that can be completed with the digital onboarding workflow. Before you proceed, ensure that the account and features you are looking
for appear on this screen.

Remember

Open and fund an account with one simple workflow
Open these account types
Schwab One

IRA

Trust

Other digital workflows

• Individual

• Contributory

• Living Trust (Revocable)

• Joint Tenant

• Rollover

• Living Trust (Irrevocable)

• Open Charitable or Institutional
Intelligent Portfolios account

• Tenants in Common

• Roth Contributory

Looking for the PDF?

• Community Property

• Inherited IRA for
Individuals

• Schwab One Personal Account

• Custodial

• IRA Account
• Schwab One Trust Account

Add funding and features

Before proceeding, confirm
that the account type and
features your client needs
are listed here.

• Inherited IRA for Individual Beneficiaries

If your client needs a different type
of account or you need to access
the PDF form, you can use these
links to download an application,
which you can complete and send
to your client for approval.

If you cannot use the
digital onboarding
workflow, you can
still use DocuSign®
functionality on the
Forms and Applications
page to enable your
clients to sign the
forms electronically
and securely.

Note
Not all account types or
transfers are compatible
with DocuSign.

When you are ready to proceed, click Open and Fund an Account.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Adding clients to the digital envelope
The first step is selecting the client(s) you are opening the account for so that they can be added to the digital envelope. For existing clients,
begin typing a name, Social Security number, or account number associated with the client, and the system will search for their information.
You can also add a new-to-Schwab client to the digital envelope. Both processes are outlined on the following pages. Be sure to follow
these steps for each client who should be an account holder.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456
Clients
Accounts

Clients
Who are you opening accounts for?

When you add an existing client to the envelope, the system
auto-fills information from their Schwab account. You can also
auto-fill information using data from third-party systems that
offer integration with Schwab’s platform, such as CRMs.

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send

Nancy Nickel

123-456-7890

nancy.nickel.@email.com

If the client is new to your firm, click
Add New Client to enter their information.

Nanc|
NANCY NICKEL, 211 MAIN STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105

Once all clients are added, click Next.

Tip
View our list of third-party providers that currently integrate with our digital onboarding
workflow or contact your technology providers to learn more about enabling integration.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Adding an existing client
Once you have added an existing client to the digital envelope, you can click the > symbol next to the name to view additional
contact details.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456
Clients
Accounts
Review

Clients
Who are you opening accounts for?
Required information

Advisor documents
Finalize and send

NANCY

NICKEL

123-456-7890

nancy.nickel@email.com

Additional information

***_**1234

This information is not
editable by your firm;
however, your client
can edit some of their
information when they
complete their review
of the digital envelope.

01/01/2000

Tip
When completing their approval, an existing client can update most of their personal information except for their
name, email address, Social Security number, date of birth, and citizenship. If you need to update your client’s
email address, you can do so on Schwab Advisor Center: Profiles > Select account > [email address at far right].
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Adding a new client
To add a new client, complete the required fields as well as any additional information you are aware of. The client can review and
complete this information during the approval process, as well.

Tip
For a new client, you are
required to enter their name,
email address, and phone
number. They can fill in
the additional information
during the approval process.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456
Clients
Accounts
Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send

Clients
Who are you opening accounts for?

Add a Client
Required information
NANCY

NICKEL

123-456-7890

nancy.nickel@email.com

You need to complete only
the Required information
fields to send the digital
envelope to your client.

Mailing address

Be sure to choose the correct mailing address for the account.

You can Cancel the entry, or you can Save the data for the new client,
which adds their information to your firm’s client list. You can then
Save & Exit the digital envelope or proceed to the Next step.
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Choosing the account type
Once all clients have been added to the digital envelope, you will add the account(s) to the envelope. For each account, start by selecting
the master account, account type, and account holder.

Tip
Eligible authorizations tied
to the selected master
account (options trading,
wrap fee billing) will
automatically be available
for the digital envelope.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456

Accounts

Clients
Accounts

Select a Master Account

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send

Select or confirm the
master account, then
choose from the available
account types to open
the account digitally.

Select an account type
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Assigning roles and other features
For each account that you add to the envelope, you will make selections for any additional features or transactions, such as account
transfers, cash and check SLOAs, and Schwab MoneyLink.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456

Assign account roles
Primary account holder

Clients

Additional account holder

Select

Accounts
Review

Assign the primary and additional
account holder roles, adding
more account holders as needed.

Select
NANCY NICKEL

Advisor documents
Finalize and send

BILL NICKEL

Make
selections
client for Schwab One Tenant
+ Add another

Choose the additional features
you want to add to the account.
Each of these will be part of the
digital envelope and linked to the
account in a seamless workflow
for you and your clients.

Transfer & Payments

You will make these selections
for each account to be included
in the digital envelope.
Tip
Account holder roles will be updated according to the type of
account selected (Custodian and Minor for custodial account).
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Verifying accounts and features
If you are opening only one account in this digital envelope, you will proceed to the account features and preferences step. If you want
to add more accounts to the envelope, click the Add another account link.
For each account that you add to the envelope, you will repeat the previous steps of selecting the master account, account type, account
holder roles, and features and funding options.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456

Accounts

You will be able to
see each account
and its respective
account holders
and setup features
as you proceed.

Clients
NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

Accounts

NANCY NICKEL

Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Link external bank account
Options trading

Add another account

If you want to add more accounts to the envelope, click Add another account.

Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL
Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL

Once you confirm that the accounts, clients, and additional
features you have chosen are correct, click Next.

Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send
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As you add selections to the digital envelope, the left sidebar will reflect your
additions and track your progress through the envelope. You can also use
this sidebar to navigate to any other step in the envelope.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Choosing account features and preferences
Next you will complete the required information and select features for each account you have added. In this example, we are updating
the Schwab One Joint Tenant account.
You will continue populating the account, including trading and disbursement authorizations, whether management fees will be paid
from the account, and other important account information and feature options.
The left sidebar shows you which account you
are updating and the features you have added.
Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456

Account features

Clients

Required information

Note
Nontrading master
accounts will not have the
full range of authorization
settings pictured here.

NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

Accounts

Your client will be able to review
and approve your selections for
these features, but they will not
be able to change the choices
you have made.

Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Link external bank account
Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL
Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)

Tip

Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL

Depending on the
attributes of the master
account selected for each
account, the selections
here may vary and include
additional features such
as prime broker, margin
trading, and wrap billing.

Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send
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Choosing account features and preferences (continued)
Next select the source of funds for the account, its purpose, and any beneficiaries. Your client can also complete this step and can edit
your choices in this section.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456
Clients

Additional information

NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

Source of Funds

Indicate the source of funds
and the purpose of the account.

Accounts
Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Link external bank account

Purpose of account

For IRAs you can designate
beneficiaries or leave this
for your client to complete.

Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL
Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)

Beneficiaries can be designated
for Schwab One joint or
individual accounts within this
workflow in lieu of completing
a Designated Beneficiary Plan
Agreement. To do so, you
must designate the beneficiary
before sending the digital
envelope to your client.

Primary beneficiaries

Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features

DORA DOLLAR

Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Review

Contingent beneficiaries

Advisor documents
Finalize and send
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ACAT asset transfer
Digital onboarding allows you to combine common optional funding, transfer, and setup features with the account open approval.
For demonstrative purposes, this guide walks you through an ACAT asset transfer. More detailed information about each of these
features is in the Service Guide . You can transfer funds into the account from any financial institution with ACAT service enabled.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456
Clients
NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
ACAT assets transfer
Transfer assets from

Accounts
Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features

Search by firm name

Link external bank account

Type the name of the institution and
click Search, then choose an ACATcompliant option from the list.

Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL

TD Amer|

Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

To help you track your progress, the system indicates which steps you
have completed and lets you navigate to any step from the left sidebar.

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send
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ACAT asset transfer (continued)
You will be prompted to provide additional information about the source account so that the system can confirm that the account
holder(s) for the source account match the account holder(s) for the new account and that the requested transfer can be processed
using digital onboarding. If for some reason the transfer cannot be included in the digital envelope, we will advise you of the best way
to complete the transfer.
Tip
Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456
Clients
NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

Accounts
Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL

Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
ACAT assets transfer
Transfer assets from
TD AMERITRADE CLEARING, INC.

Nancy TD Ameritrade Account

Account Features
Link external bank account

1234-XXXX

ACAT asset transfers
requested through this
workflow do not require
a recent account
statement. In the rare
event that a statement
is needed to clarify
information on an ACAT
asset transfer, you will be
notified to provide one.

Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL

Enter the required account name and number, as
well as the type of account, then click Validate so
that the system can confirm the account type.

Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA

Once the account is validated, confirm that the
registrations are the same.

Check requests SLOA

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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ACAT asset transfer (continued)
You will be prompted to indicate whether the entire account or only cash and specific securities should be transferred.

Note
Your client can edit
or add to the transfer
settings during their
approval workflow.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456
Clients
NANCY NICKEL

Transfer settings
Select a transfer type

BILL NICKEL

Accounts
Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL

Select the cash amount you'd like to transfer

Account Features
Link external bank account
Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL
Account Features

List the securities to transfer
Enter each security and select Add to List. Once you have added all the securities you will be transferring, you can review and edit the list.

ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL

Indicate whether the
entire account or only
cash and specific
securities should be
transferred.

How many shares would you like to transfer?

Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Review
Advisor documents

AAPL

APPLE INC

123456789

All

Delete

Finalize and send

Then click Next.
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Reviewing the information
Before you complete the digital envelope, look over the information you entered to confirm that it is accurate and complete. If you later
realize that you need to change something, you can use the left sidebar to go back to a previous step.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456

Review

Clients
NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

Accounts
Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL

Clients
Click the Edit link for
any information you
wish to update.

NANCY NICKEL

Account Features
Link external bank account
Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL

BILL NICKEL

Accounts

You can expand or
collapse each section
to review details.

Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL

NANCY & BILL NICKEL

Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Review

Account features

Advisor documents
Finalize and send
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Reviewing the information (continued)
Once you review the summarized information, click Continue.

Tip
The system will not allow
your client to proceed
without completing any
required information that
you have left blank. You
do not need to mark or
“tag” fields as required for
your client to complete.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456

Accounts

Clients
NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

NANCY & BILL NICKEL

All required information
that has not yet been
entered is highlighted in
blue. Your client will be
required to complete
this information before
authorizing the contents
of the envelope.

Accounts
Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Link external bank account

Account features

Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL
Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send
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Once you have reviewed all the information, you can save the
digital envelope to complete it later or move on to the next step.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Adding firm documents
You can add up to 16 types of documents from your firm to the digital envelope. Your client can download, save, and print any of these
documents. Once the envelope is completed, you will be able to download a printable receipt of these documents that includes
evidence of the client’s electronic signature.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456

Advisor documents

Clients

Upload the listed documents in PDF format Individual file size cannot exceed 25MB.

NANCY NICKEL

Click this checkbox to acknowledge that you will
be using Schwab Performance Technologies®, a
subsidiary of The Charles Schwab Corporation,
to provide these documents to your client.

BILL NICKEL

Accounts
Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Link external bank account
Options trading

I understand that by uploading documents to this page I will be interacting with Schwab Performance Technologies.

Documents for signature
Your client will be asked to acknowledge receipt of these documents. You will receive a receipt of the
timestamped, electronically-reviewed document for your records.

Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL

Your client must eAuthorize or
digitally sign the documents
you add to this section.

Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL

Disclosures
Your client will be asked to digitally sign these documents. You will receive a timestamped, electronically
signed document for your records.

Your client will be prompted
to acknowledge receipt of
these documents.

Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send
Important information about advisor documents: The advisor document feature of digital onboarding is a service of Schwab Performance Technologies (“SPT”). The processing of your advisor documents (uploading, storage, and delivery as part
of a digital envelope, electronic signature by recipients) is facilitated by SPT and not Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (“CS&Co”). SPT and CS&Co are affiliated as subsidiaries of The Charles Schwab Corporation, but they are separate companies with separate
services. Please note that if the digital envelope expires or is canceled, your advisor documents included in the envelope, like Schwab documents, will also expire or be canceled, even if electronically signed before the expiration or cancellation.
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Adding firm documents (continued)
You can include a number of firm forms or resources in the digital envelope, such as welcome letters, investment questionnaires, firm
newsletters, and more. Your firm can conveniently save commonly used forms to be included in all envelopes. This feature is accessed
from the Saved Firm Documents link on the Manage Envelopes page. See page 27 for more information.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456
Clients

Additional materials

NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

Accounts

Include additional files in the Advisor Documents packet your clients download. These may
include welcoming materials, questionnaires, or standalone forms. Please note: These
documents will not be timestamped or signed.

Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Link external bank account
Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL
Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)

If your client should return any of these documents,
they must do so through your firm’s client portal or
some other means; these documents cannot be
returned through this workflow, and you will not
receive confirmation of receipt for these.

Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Note

Review
Advisor documents

Be sure that all documents
have finished uploading
before you click Next.

Finalize and send
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Finalizing and sending the digital envelope
This is the final step before the digital envelope goes out for your client’s approval, so it is your chance to review the contact details
and ensure that everything is in order.
Note
You can edit the automatically generated
digital envelope name if you would like.
Forms & Applications / Account Open

Envelope ID

AB1234567890123456

Your client will not see
the digital envelope name
during the approval process.

Finalize and send

Clients
NANCY NICKEL
BILL NICKEL

NANCY & BILL NICKEL

AB1234567890123456

0801-XXXX

Accounts
Schwab One Joint Tenant
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features

Be sure to double-check the name, phone
number, and email address for each
approver before you click Send Envelope.

Signers

Link external bank account
Options trading
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL

NANCY NICKEL

123-456-7890

nancy.nickel@email.com

BILL NICKEL

234-567-8901

bill.nickel@email.com

It is important that this information is
correct, as it is used to contact the to
client and to verify their identity.

Account Features
ACAT asset transfer (TOA)
Schwab One Custodial
NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Account Features
Internal cash transfers SLOA
Check requests SLOA

Status notifications

Before you send the envelope, you can choose to
enroll in status notifications to receive an email
when the envelope is completed or needs attention.

Review
Advisor documents
Finalize and send
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Viewing the confirmation screen
The envelope is now ready for your client’s approval. The confirmation screen restates the digital envelope ID number and name and lets
you know what to expect as the digital envelope proceeds through the approval process.

Tip
Forms & Applications / Account Open

Your envelope has been sent
Your envelope has been emailed to nancy.nickel@email.com
Envelope ID: AB1234567890123456
Envelope name: NANCY & BILL NICKEL
Notifications for Action Needed and Resolved status will be emailed to nancy.nickel@email.com.

All included digital
applications (such as for
funding) are automatically
tied to the new account
number. You do not need
to submit account open
requests separately or wait
for the account to open first.

What happens next?
After Nancy Nickel reviews, makes edits, and signs off on the envelope, it will be sent to the second signer (if any) for their
review and signature. Each signer has 30 days to sign off on the envelope.
If you opted into email notifications, you will be notified when the signed envelope is ready for your review. Otherwise, you
can check its status on the Manage Envelopes screen or on the Status tab on the Activity page in Schwab Advisor Center.

Each signer will see only the
accounts on which they are
required to sign.

Signers

N ANCY NICKEL
nancy.nickel@email.com
123-456-7890
B ILL NICKEL
bill.nickel@email.com
234-567-8901

Open Another Account
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The signer or signers are listed
in the order the digital envelope
will be sent to them for approval.

From the confirmation screen, you can repeat the digital onboarding
process, return to the Forms and Applications page, or manage your
firm’s digital envelopes, including the one you just created.
Return to Forms & Applications

Manage Schwab Envelopes Page

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Advisor
Get started
workflow > Managing digital envelopes

Topic index

Managing digital envelopes
You can access the Manage Schwab Envelopes page from the confirmation screen at the end of the digital onboarding workflow or from
the Forms and Applications page, using the Manage Schwab Envelopes link.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Firms can now save frequently used firm documents to their
master accounts to be automatically applied to future envelopes;
documents can also be edited at the individual envelope level.

Manage Schwab Envelopes

The Schwab Envelopes for Additional Workflows page on Schwab Advisor
Center allows you to access and manage envelopes created using the digital
account open tool, as well as other types of envelopes specified in the list.

Use the Filter envelopes window to view a specific digital envelope, or search
based on the digital envelope’s status. In this view, you can even see digital
envelopes that were recently deleted. Click the Filter button to display the results.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Managing digital envelopes (continued)
You can view the detailed history of each envelope or take action on a digital envelope you have created or sent—including review, recall,
and resend—and you can manage the notifications you receive during its approval process.

Once you have the view you want, you can sort using
the sub-filters based on digital envelope name, how
recently it was updated, when it expired, or its status.

Forms & Applications / Account Open

Status

Envelope Name/ID

Waiting for Client Approval
Not signed by Bill Nickel,
signed by Nancy Nickel

NANCY & BILL NICKEL
AB1234567890123456

Last Updated
(ET) ▼

Expiration

4/11/2022

5/11/2022

8:06 PM ET

8:06 PM ET

Delivery
Method

Actions

Digital

Details
Signers

Accounts and account selections

Master accounts

Nancy Nickel, Bill Nickel

Schwab One Joint Tenant: Link external bank account, Options trading

0801-XXXX

Nancy Nickel, Bill Nickel

Schwab One Revocable Living Trust: ACAT asset transfer (TOA)

0802-XXXX

Nancy Nickel, Bill Nickel

Schwab One Custodial: Internal cash transfers SLOA, Check requests SLOA

0803-XXXX

History
Date

Status

4/11/2022
8:06 PM ET

Waiting for Client Approval
Not signed by Bill Nickel, signed by Nancy Nickel

4/11/2022
5:42 PM ET

Waiting for Client Approval
Not signed by Nancy Nickel

4/11/2022
5:42 PM ET

Send to client

Dora Dollar

4/11/2022
5:36 PM ET

Draft
Ready to send to client.

Dora Dollar

4/11/2022
3:18 PM ET
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Advisor

Click the > symbol next to a digital
Draft
Dora Dollar
envelope to review its detailed
history.
Not ready, incomplete.

Click the menu icon in the Actions
column to view available actions.
Available actions depend on the
current state of the envelope.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Receiving the onboarding email
Your client can access the eAuthorization process by clicking the Review Envelope button in the approval email they receive from Schwab
or by visiting the Schwab Alliance message center. Only signers on the accounts will receive the approval email and the notification in the
message center, and each signer will see only the accounts and documents relevant to them. The email will come from Your independent
investment advisor <online.service@schwab.com>.

NANCY NICKEL,

The email dynamically
includes your firm’s
information and logo,
so your client knows
that the digital envelope
came from you. This
helps ensure that they
open it and complete
the approval process.

Review your digital documents from
STUDEBAKER FINANCIAL
NANCY,

It is OK for signers to share an email
address, but each signer must use their
personalized email invitation, which
addresses them by first name. Each
signer also needs their own Schwab
Alliance credentials, which they can
create during this approval workflow.
Your client clicks Review Envelope to proceed.

Questions?
CONTACT STUDEBAKER FINANCIAL
123-456-7890
211 MAIN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105
Or
Schwab Alliance Team
877-913-5545

Tip
If your client needs to pause while approving the envelope or if they have trouble locating the approval email, you can direct them to the Schwab
Alliance message center, or you can resend the email from the Manage Schwab Envelopes page on Schwab Advisor Center.
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Viewing the welcome screen
To make sure your client understands the process before proceeding, the first thing they will see is an overview of the steps, the information
they need to complete, and other useful details.

Note
Welcome

Nancy, welcome to your digital envelope.

Your client can use either a computer or
a mobile device to complete the approval
process. At times throughout this guide,
we show both versions of the experience.

Nancy, welcome to your
digital envelope.

Your client will be welcomed
by name and see exactly how
the onboarding process will
work. The What you’ll need
field will change dynamically
based on the transactions
you have included in the
digital envelope.

Clicking/tapping the Get
Started button kicks off
the approval process.
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Verifying a new client’s identity
If your client already has Schwab Alliance credentials, they can skip a few steps. Clients without credentials (including new clients)
will be prompted to establish new Schwab Alliance credentials, but first we must confirm their personal information. This is used to
both verify their identity and search for an existing Schwab profile.

Authentication

Authentication

Authentication

Send access code

Confirm your info

Enter access code
An access code has been send to ******7890
Access code

123456|

Text to ******7890

Call me at ******7890
Confirm

Tip

Note

Clients can share phone numbers and email addresses,
but each client needs unique Schwab Alliance credentials.
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Continue

Your client can use either a computer or a mobile device to
complete this process; this example shows the mobile experience.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Logging in with Schwab Alliance credentials
Clients who do not already have these credentials must establish them before proceeding. Clients with credentials simply enter them
and proceed to approval.
New credentials

Existing credentials

Welcome

Nancy Nickel, welcome to your digital envelope.

Create your Schwab login credentials
The credentials you enter here can only be changed after your account is open.

Clients with existing
credentials enter
them, then click/tap
Log In to proceed.

Log in to Schwab
Login ID

Password

Login ID

Password

Security Question: What is your...

Answer

New clients choose a
login ID, a password,
and a security question
and answer, then click/
tap Sign In. Once the
account is established,
the password and
security question can
be changed.

Tip
For more information about Schwab Alliance, including the enrollment process for your clients, visit the RIA EdCenter .
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Reviewing and completing personal information
Now your client can review their personal details. Depending on the client’s status (whether they have an existing Schwab profile), they
may be able to provide any missing information, such as physical addresses and employment specifics. Existing Schwab clients cannot
edit their name, Social Security number, email address, citizenship, and date of birth.

It’s your information, let’s make sure it’s right.
Your advisor may have filled in some of your information. But you know you best. Please
review to continue.

NANCY
NICKEL

123

00

123-456-7890

Your client can review the
information you entered
and provide any details
that may be missing.
211 MAIN STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
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CA

94105

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Reviewing and completing employment information
For this step, your client reviews their employment information and can make changes before proceeding.

Employed

Financial/Banking

Studebaker Financial

12401 Research Blvd

Austin

TX

78759

Your client can review the
information you entered
and provide any details
that may be missing.

234-567-8901
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Making trusted contact and tax withholding selections
Next your client decides whether to add an individual as a Trusted Contact Person for the account. You can view whom your client chose
as their trusted contact by reviewing the digital receipt on the Manage Envelopes page on Schwab Advisor Center.

Your client decides whether
to add a trusted contact.

Bill

If a trusted contact is already
on file for an existing client,
the details will display here.

Bucks

111-222-3333

Tip
A trusted contact is a person who
can be contacted by Schwab or
your firm if financial exploitation of
the account holder is suspected.
Clients decide whether or not to
assign this role for the account.
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bill.bucks@email.com

123 Main street

San Francisco

94105

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Making trusted contact and tax withholding selections (continued)
Next your client verifies backup withholding tax status.

Your client indicates
whether the IRS has
subjected them to
backup withholding.

Your client checks the box
to certify their answer, then
clicks/taps Next: Electronic
Signature to proceed.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Consenting to eAuthorization
Before approving, your client is prompted to authorize the documents in the digital envelope using eAuthorization rather than with
a wet signature.

Your digital envelope needs your digital consent.

Your client clicks/taps the
checkbox to acknowledge
that they approve these
documents, then scrolls
down to the next step.
Tip
The checkmark is a legally
enforceable electronic signature
according to the Electronic
Signatures in Global and National
Commerce Act (E-Sign Act) of
2000. The act of checking the box
has the same legal effect as
signing an agreement or other
document by hand with ink.
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Consenting to paperless document delivery
At this step, your client chooses whether to receive secure electronic versions of account documents rather than paper documents.

Your client can click/tap Yes
to receive all documents
electronically or No to
choose to receive some or
all documents on paper.

Your client confirms
their choice with the
checkbox, then clicks/
taps Next to proceed.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Reviewing and approving your firm’s documents
Before opening the account, your client is prompted to review and approve any documents related to your firm that you included in
the digital envelope.

Your relationship with Studebaker Financial
is everything.

Clicking/tapping Download
advisor documents package
downloads all documents
that your firm added to the
digital envelope.

Your client clicks the link to
view/download the individual
documents, checks these
boxes to agree to each item,
then clicks/taps Next.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Completing the online setup
To help your client see progress during the approval process, this screen explains that the online setup steps are complete and that
the next section begins the account review and approval steps. The online setup steps apply to all accounts in the envelope and need
to be completed only once.

Your initial setup is done. Next, let's open
your accounts.
If you need help along the way, contact your advisor.

The welcome screen
shows your client where
they are in the approval
process. Your client clicks/
taps Next to proceed.

Tip
At this point, clients occasionally attempt to log in (or may be redirected) to Schwab Alliance. Because the accounts have
not yet been opened, however, the client may encounter an error or may not complete the account open process. In this
instance, the client should return to the invitation email to access the envelope again. The system will pick up where the
client left off. If they haveve just created new Schwab Alliance credentials, they can use them at this point, if prompted.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Reviewing the account data
Now your client reviews the account information you entered, adds any details (like trust details and other data) that may not be complete,
and approves the various actions you will be authorized to take for their account, such as trading and initiating transactions. Your client
cannot change any authorizations or features you have added and will complete this process for each account in the envelope.

Let's open your account.
NANCY NICKEL, BILL NICKEL

Your client reviews the
account settings and
features, indicates that they
understand what your firm
is authorized to do on their
behalf, then scrolls down
to review the next section.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Reviewing terms and conditions for account setup
Your client then sees a series of policies that they must click/tap to open and read and then indicates their agreement by clicking/
tapping the checkbox for each. These approvals are required to proceed to the next step.

Each of the terms and
conditions sections
details an aspect of the
account. Your client must
review and agree to each
section before proceeding
and will need to complete
them for each account in
the envelope.

To review and approve
each section, your client
clicks/taps the + symbol.

Once all are reviewed and
approved, your client clicks/
taps Next to proceed.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Reviewing the transfer of assets
Your client now reviews the information you provided for the accounts, amounts, and securities that should be transferred to fund the new
account. Your client can update these fields.

Transfer your assets to Schwab

TD AMERITRADE CLEARING, INC.

NANCY NICKEL

1234-XXXX

All the details for the
accounts, cash values,
and positions involved in
the funding process are
listed here. Your client
can edit this information
before proceeding.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Acknowledging the terms and conditions for account transfer
Finally, your client reviews and accepts the conditions related to the transfer of assets for the account, just as with the previous terms
and conditions. If you have added Schwab MoneyLink, check, or internal transfer ( journal) instructions, your client will go through
approval screens for those transactions, as well.

Each of the terms and
conditions sections details
an aspect of the account.
Your client reviews and
agrees to each section
before clicking/tapping
Next to complete the
approval process.

Tip
Various account types and
transactions require a supporting
document (for example, trust
documents or a voided check for
a Schwab MoneyLink setup). You
can upload those documents for
your client or leave them for your
client to upload.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Viewing the confirmation screen
And the process is complete! Your client sees confirmation that the approval has been recorded and what the next steps are for the digital
envelope. By the end of this workflow, Schwab has collected all the information we need to process your client’s new account. We validated
and secured the data every step of the way, so you can feel confident that you have minimized any need to return to your client for corrections.

Great job, Nancy!
Your part is done.

Great job, Nancy! Your part is done.
Here’s a summary of what you’ve completed.

Here’s a summary of what you’ve completed.

Your client can review
the information on the
confirmation screen,
then click/tap Close to
complete the workflow.

Get Setup Online
Schwab One Joint Tenant
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust

Close
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Schwab One Joint Tenant
Schwab One Revocable Living Trust

What happens next?
After all signers have completed their part and
your advisor gives the digital envelope a final
review, we’ll get to work on opening your
accounts. You’ll be able to log in to
Schwaballiance.com to manage your
accounts once they’re open.

What happens next?
After all signers have completed their part and your advisor gives the
digital envelope a final review, we’ll get to work on opening your accounts.
You’ll be able to log in to Schwaballiance.com to manage your accounts
once they’re open.

Get Setup Online

Tip
Firms that submit new account
applications using the digital
onboarding workflow benefit from
the lowest rate of missing information
and rework—only 4% compared
with 32% for non-digital channels.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Submitting the digital envelope
Once your client has digitally approved the envelope using eAuthorization, you will see an Action Needed: Ready to submit to Schwab
status on the Manage Schwab Envelopes page. You will need to submit the envelope to Schwab using the action options to the right of
the screen to finish opening and funding the new account. Sign up to receive an email letting you know that the digital envelope is ready
to submit. See the tip on page 48 to learn more.

If your client made
changes, you will
see a status reading
Action Needed:
Ready to submit to
Schwab but client
made changes.

0800-XXXX
0801-XXXX
0801-XXXX

You will be able to submit any
signed envelope to Schwab for
immediate processing. Upon
submission we begin processing
each transaction. In most cases, the
account is opened and the account
number is generated immediately.

NANCY NICKEL

AB1234567890123456
AB2345678901234567
BILL NICKEL

AB3456789012345678

Tip
The single digital envelope ensures that funding and setup actions are always associated with the new account application, freeing you from
transferring account numbers to forms and preventing missing information and documentation issues you may face when submitting paper bundles.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Submitting the digital envelope (continued)
Your envelope has now been received by Schwab, and account numbers have been generated and are available on the Status page.
Accounts are opened in minutes, and additional funding and setup options will be automatically tied to the new account numbers.
The status of the additional features and funding will be updated when each item is completed.

Submit to Schwab

The envelope has been successfully submitted to Schwab. You can track the status of
your requests under the status section of the Schwab Advisor Center website.

We confirm your
successful submission.

Envelope: AB1234567890123456 | Account Open: NANCY NICKEL

Close

0800-XXXX
0801-XXXX
0801-XXXX
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NANCY NICKEL

AB1234567890123456
AB2345678901234567
BILL NICKEL

AB3456789012345678

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Retrieving digitally signed receipts
Once the digital envelope is submitted to Schwab, we will return the digitally signed receipt(s) to you. You will receive a receipt both for
Schwab documents and for your firm’s documents (if applicable) that have been digitally signed.

You can download receipts with the
digital signatures for both Schwab
documents and your firm’s documents.

0800-XXXX
0801-XXXX
0801-XXXX

NANCY NICKEL

AB1234567890123456
AB2345678901234567
BILL NICKEL

AB3456789012345678

Tip
The digital onboarding receipt provides both you and Schwab with a legally enforceable electronic signature on all
documents. The act of checking the box has the same legal effect as signing an agreement by hand with ink. Schwab
recommends that you download and store your receipts for your records, as the digital envelopes expire in 180 days.
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Tracking progress of digital envelopes
Both the Status page and the Manage Schwab Envelopes page on Schwab Advisor Center track the status of your digital envelopes.
It is up to you where you go for the latest updates.

0800-XXXX

0801-XXXX

NANCY NICKEL

AB1234567890123456

Track progress

AB2345678901234567

Track progress

Track progress links to more
detailed status on each
transaction on the Schwab
Advisor Center Status page.

Studebaker Financial

Studebaker Financial
AB1234567890123456
0800-XXXX
0801-XXXX
0802-XXXX
0803-XXXX
0804-XXXX
0805-XXXX
0806-XXXX
0807-XXXX
0808-XXXX
0809-XXXX
0810-XXXX
0811-XXXX

Nancy Nickel
Bill Nickel
Dora Dollar
Harry Halfdollar
Chris Cashmoney
Quentin Quarter
Patty Penny
Christy Currency
Suzy Stocks
Billy Bonds
Francine Fund
Marty Mutual

1234-XXXX
Indiv

NANCY NICKEL

1234-XXXX
Indiv

NANCY NICKEL

Move Money
MoneyLink
AB-12345

Web
AB1234567890123456

In Progress
Assigning new account number

Account Open
New Account

Web
AB1234567890123456

In Progress
Account number assigned. Reg type IN
1234-XXXX pending review.

Account numbers are generated immediately,
and accounts are opened in minutes.

The associated setup transactions include the account
number for the new account, and detailed status is available.

Tip
You can sign up for proactive notifications on any envelope for both Action Needed and Resolved/
Completed status. You can request these notifications on the Schwab Advisor Center Status page.
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Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Topic index
Click on the topic below to navigate to the relevant page.
Overview, account types, and features >

Providing access to the tool >

Helpful resources

Features and benefits >

Granting access >

Eligible account types and registrations >

Security functions >

• Digital onboarding Service Guide, frequently asked
questions, and detailed troubleshooting >

Features and setup actions >

• RIA EdCenter education page

Getting started: Key information on the workflow >

• Live weekly webcasts >

Starting the workflow >

Funding >

Confirming eligibility >

Adding advisor documents >

Adding clients to the digital envelope >

Sending the envelope >

Choosing the account type >

Managing digital envelopes >

Assigning roles, account transfers, cash and
check SLOAs, and Schwab MoneyLink >

Submitting the digital envelope >
Tracking progress and status >

Onboarding email and welcome >

Reviewing and approving documents >

Verifying a new client’s identity >

Reviewing account data, terms
and conditions, and transfers >

Trusted contact and tax withholding >
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Whom to call for help
Call your Service Team with:
• Questions about how to use digital
onboarding
• Eligibility or account- or product-related
questions
Call the Advisor Platform Support Team
about technical issues: 800-647-5465

Client experience >

Logging into Schwab Alliance >

>

• What’s New in digital onboarding >

Advisor workflow >

Trading and disbursement authorization, paying
management fees, and required account info >

• Schwab Advisor Center roadmap >

Confirmation screen >

Your clients who need help with errors
or issues during client verification can
call the Schwab Alliance dedicated line
for digital onboarding: 877-913-5545
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Disclosures

This material is for institutional investor use only. This material may not be forwarded or made available, in whole or in part, to any party that is not an institutional investor.
Schwab Advisor Services™ includes the custody, trading, and support services of Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (“Schwab”), a registered broker-dealer and member SIPC. Schwab
Performance Technologies® (“SPT”) provides technology solutions to independent investment advisors (“Advisors”), while Schwab provides them and their clients with custody,
trading, and related support services.
Schwab and SPT are separate companies affiliated as subsidiaries of The Charles Schwab Corporation, but their products and services are independent of each other.
API integration is available through Schwab OpenView Gateway®, which is provided by Performance Technologies, Inc (“PTI”). Single sign-on is provided by PTI. Daily data files and
trading integration are available through Schwab. Schwab OpenView Gateway and Schwab OpenView MarketSquare® are services of PTI.
References to third parties (whether such parties are vendors participating in a service of PTI or Advisors using a service of a participating vendor) are not an endorsement or
recommendation of, an opinion (favorable or unfavorable) or advice about, or a referral to any product or service of any third party. Advisors are solely responsible for evaluating,
selecting, and purchasing products and services offered by third-party vendors. Unless indicated otherwise, third parties are independent and not affiliated with PTI or its affiliates.
Schwab Advisor Center® is a website of Schwab for the exclusive use of Advisors who custody assets with Schwab.
Advisors are not owned by, affiliated with, or supervised by Schwab.
Institutional Intelligent Portfolios® (“IIP”) is a technology and service platform made available by SPT to Advisors who maintain a business relationship with Schwab Advisor Services.
IIP is used by Advisors to provide their clients with an automated investment management service.
Brokerage products, including the Schwab One® brokerage account, are offered by Schwab.

Brokerage Products: Not FDIC-Insured. No Bank Guarantee. May Lose Value.

Schwab Charitable™ is the name used for the combined programs and services of Schwab Charitable Fund™, an independent nonprofit organization. Schwab Charitable Fund has
entered into service agreements with certain affiliates of The Charles Schwab Corporation. Use of certain features requires a wireless signal or mobile connection. System availability
and response times are subject to market conditions and mobile connection limitations.
Schwab Alliance is a website of Schwab for the exclusive use of clients of Advisors who custody assets with Schwab. Requires a wireless signal or mobile connection. System
availability and response times are subject to market conditions and mobile connection limitations. Functionality may vary by operating system and/or device.
The Schwab Mobile Deposit service is subject to certain eligibility requirements, limitations, and other conditions. Enrollment is not guaranteed, and standard hold policies apply.
Access to electronic services may be limited or unavailable during periods of peak demand, market volatility, systems upgrade or maintenance, or for other reasons.
To learn more about the Schwab Security Guarantee, go to schwab.com/schwabsafe/security-guarantee.
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